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probably not without influence upon the widespread mutinies that broke out among the French troops in the spring and summer of 1917, although the French disorders were primarily due to other causes and were successfully quelled by Petain's display of firmness, moderation, and skill.7
THE PEASANT REVOLUTION
The army was linked to the peasantry by innumerable ties, and its breakdown may well be viewed as a phase of the peasant revolution, even though the tempo of events was slower in the village than it was in the barracks and in the trenches. The soldier—a "peasant in uniform" (to use a phrase which Lenin liked)—had a decisive part in the overthrow of the monarchy, but the peasantry, as a group, remained aloof from the March revolution. News of the events in the capital spread but slowly into the countryside and was at first received with bewilderment and suspicion; it was only gradually that the farmer came to realize that his secular dream was, at last, to come true. To the Russian peasant the "freedom" heralded by the new order had a
in France and in Macedonia. The first major instance of insubordination occurred in Marseilles, in August, 1916, when a mutinous Russian regiment murdered its colonel. The morale of the Russian troops in France declined rapidly after the revolution, and early in June, 1917, the Russian, brigades were moved to camps in the rear, where they indulged in political meetings, factional quarrels, drunkenness, debauchery, and mutinies which were suppressed by armed force. The situation in Macedonia was analogous except that the process of disintegration was somewhat slower and the Russian troops remained in the trenches until January, 1918, although refusals to carry out combat orders occurred in October and fraternization was common in November and December.
In May, 1917, the French government stopped replacements from Russia. Frantic efforts to arrange for the repatriation of the Russian troops having failed because of the shortage of shipping, the French command proceeded in December with the "sorting outj> (triage) of Russian contingents. Three possibilities were offered to the men: combat service with the French army; labor battalions; or internment in North Africa under conditions similar to those of prisoners of war. Of the 19,000 Russian soldiers then in France, 11,500 chose labor battalions, nearly 5,000 the African prison camps, and only a few hundred volunteered for combat service; 2,500 sick account for the balance. A similar procedure was applied to the Russian troops in Macedonia. The men who chose active service formed the Russian legion which in November, 1918, numbered 564 men—the last remnant of the Russian steam roller.
7 "P£tain was the ideal restorer of order and confidence. His marble calm was never shaken. Of all the great chiefs of the war, he understood the common man best. His massive simplicity, so sincere, so completely unselfconscious, above all his justice, made him a true soldier's friend." Cf R. M. F. Cruttwell, A History of the Great War, 1914-1918, p. 415.

